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Abstract
The best upper limit for the electron electric dipolemomentwas recently set by theACME
collaboration. This experimentmeasures an electron spin-precession in a cold beamof ThO
molecules in theirmetastable DH 3

1( ) state. Improvement in the statistical and systematic
uncertainties is possible withmore efficient use ofmolecules from the source and better
magnetometry in the experiment, respectively. Here, we reportmeasurements of several relevant
properties of the long-lived DQ 3

2( ) state of ThO, and show that this state is a very useful resource for
both these purposes. TheQ state lifetime is long enough that its decay during the time offlight in the
ACMEbeam experiment is negligible. The large electric dipolemomentmeasured for theQ state,
giving rise to a large linear Stark shift, is ideal for an electrostatic lens that increases the fraction of
molecules detected downstream. Themeasuredmagneticmoment of theQ state is also large enough
to be used as a sensitive co-magnetometer in ACME. Finally, we show that theQ state has a large
transition dipolemoment to the PC 1

1( ) state, which allows for efficient population transfer between
the ground state S+X 1( ) and theQ state via - -X C Q Stimulated RamanAdiabatic Passage
(STIRAP).We demonstrate 90%STIRAP transfer efficiency. In the course of thesemeasurements, we
also determine themagneticmoment ofC state, the X C transition dipolemoment, and branching
ratios of decays from theC state.

1. Introduction

The best upper limit for the electron electric dipolemoment (EDM), de, was recently set by the ACME
collaboration: < ´ -d 1.1 10e

29∣ ∣ e cm [1]. This represents an order ofmagnitude improvement compared to
the previous best results [2–4]. TheACME limit on de significantly constrains the parameter space for potential
new time-reversal symmetry (T) violating interactionsmediated by particles in themass range of 3–30 TeV [5].
Improvedmeasurements will probe even higher energy scales.

TheACME experiment is based onmeasurement of an electron spin precession in thoriummonoxide
(ThO)molecules. Thesemolecules are prepared in electron spin superposition states in themetastable DH 3

1( )
level, where the interaction of an electron EDM is greatly amplified by the effective intra-molecular electric field
[6, 7] » 78eff GV cm−1. In order to improve the sensitivity to de in ACME, it is necessary to reduce both the
statistical uncertainty (now limited by shot noise in the signal fromdetectedmolecules [8]) and the systematic
uncertainty (partially limited by uncontrolledmagnetic field gradients [1]).

The statistical sensitivity can be enhanced by increasing the flux of ThO incident on the downstream
detection region. A plausiblemeans to achieve this is throughmolecular beam focusing. Focusing the ground
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S+X 1( ) state using an electrostatic lens has been discussed [9], but its Stark shift is comparatively weak, so the
focusing is not very effective. One could use theH state instead, which hasmuch larger Stark shifts [10].
However, its lifetime is in themillisecond range [9] and this would lead to radiative loss over the beam focusing
distance (∼0.5 m). Furthermore, efficient population transfer intoH at the lens entrance, corresponding to a
much larger phase space area than that in the previous ACME experiment, does not appear feasible with
available laser powers.

To improve the systematic uncertainties associatedwithmagnetic field gradients, it would be useful to
employ amore accuratemagnetic probe. An ideal scenario here is to use amagnetically sensitive state of the ThO
molecule as a co-magnetometer, directly at the locationwhere the electron EDMmeasurement is performed.
However, neither theXnor theH state has a large enoughmagnetic dipolemoment for this purpose.

Both these issues could be addressed by using a very long-lived auxiliary state of ThO that possesses both a
large Stark shift and a largemagneticmoment. To be useful in practice, population transfer into and out of such
an auxiliary state should also be efficient. Themetastable DQ 3

2( ) state in ThO is expected to satisfy all these
requirements simultaneously. In particular:

• The lifetime of theQ state is expected to be long. Since only two electronic states lie lower in energy (figure 1),
it can only decay to theH orX state. The decay toX is doubly forbidden since it requires changingΩ by 2 units
(i.e. an electric quadrupole transition) and changing the total electronic spin S. The transition fromQ toH is
also nominally forbidden, sinceΣ=−1 in the DH 3

1 state (Σ is the projection of S on the internuclear axis)
whileΣ=0 in the DQ 3

2 state, and electric dipole selection rules enforceΔΣ=0 [12]. However, because of
spin–orbitmixing, theHund’s case (a) term symbols for theQ andH state do not exactly describe the state. In
particular, theH state includes∼1%admixture of P3 1 character, which allows aweak electric dipolematrix
element betweenQ andH. The Q H decay rate is further suppressed by its small frequency: theH state is
merely 811 cm−1 below theQ state, and the decay rate scales as the frequency cubed. Based on these facts, the
order-of-magnitude of the lifetime is estimated to be [12]
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where the transition frequency ñ is inwavenumber (cm−1) and the transition dipolemoment d is inDebye
(D), with its value estimated by the product between the amplitudes of theHund’s case (a) terms connected by
electric dipole transition. (No lifetimemeasurement on theQ state of ThOprior to this work has been found
in the literature.)This estimated lifetimewould be as good as infinite for the ACME experiment, which
requires10 ms total time offlight, including both the spin precession region and a possiblemolecular lens.

• TheQ state should be easily polarizable by electric fields. It possesses a pair of nearly degenerateΩ-doublet
states, with opposite parities split by less than∼10 kHz [13, 14]. Thismeans theQ state should exhibit a linear
Stark shift for any appreciable electricfield, and can be deflected strongly in largefield gradients.

Figure 1. Lowest energy levels of ThO. The horizontal axis shows theΩ quantumnumber (Ω=Λ+Σ, whereΛ andΣ are the
projection of total orbital angularmomentum L and total electronic spin S on the internuclear axis, respectively). Levels relevant to the
current work are indicated in blue. Solid arrows indicate the optical excitations in this work, and dashed arrows indicate the relevant
spontaneous decays with their wavelengths and branching ratios labelled nearby. Next to the electronic state designations are the
estimated leading contributions from electronicHund’s case (a) terms [11]. States shown are all v=0 vibrational levels unless
otherwise noted.
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• TheQ state is expected to have a substantialmagneticmoment of≈2μB. It is nominally a D3 2 state, with
Λ=2 andΣ=Ω−Λ=0.Hence itsmolecule-frame g factor is gQ≈gLΛ=2, which is significantly larger
than that of the ground S+X 1( ) state (gX<0.001) [15] and of the DH 3

1( ) state (gH=8.8×10−3) [16].

• It should be easy to prepare and read out population in theQ state via the PC 1
1( ) state.C is estimated to

possess 13% 3Π1 character (figure 1), to which a dipole transition fromQ ( D3 2 ) is allowed.

In this paper, we reportmeasurements of the lifetime and the electric andmagnetic dipolemoment of theQ
state in ThO, and demonstrate efficient population transfer betweenX andQ states via the stimulated Raman
adiabatic passage (STIRAP) process.Wemeasure a lower bound for theQ state lifetime, which guarantees
negligible spontaneous decay during the entire ACMEbeam flight path.We show that theQ state has strong
linear Stark andZeeman shifts that allow efficientmolecular beam focusing by either an electro- or a
magnetostatic lens. The large Zeeman effect also renders theQ state useful for sensitive in situ co-magnetometry.
Wemeasure a strong transition dipolemoment for Q C which allows for the demonstration of 90%STIRAP
efficiency between «X Q via the intermediateC state, with near-saturation of the population transfer over a
broadDoppler distribution and spatial extent of the ThObeam. This paves theway for applying theQ state both
in amolecular lens and for co-magnetometry in the ACME experiment.

2. Experimental setup

Themeasurements are carried out with cold ThOmolecular beams produced by a cryogenic buffer-gas cooling
source, which is a genericmethod for producing coldmolecules [17–20]. The apparatus uses neon buffer gas at
17 K and 40 sccm (standard cubic centimeters perminute)flow rate to cool pulses of ThOmolecules (produced
by laser ablation at 50 Hz repetition rate), which are then extracted into amolecular beamwith∼2 ms pulse
duration. The beamwas previously characterized to have≈200 m s−1mean forward velocity, and∼4 K
rotational and longitudinal temperature [21].

All lasers intersect themolecular beam in nominally the transverse direction. Formost of themeasurements,
theQ state population (all states here have vibrational quantumnumber v=0, unless otherwise specified) is
prepared by optically pumping on the 690 nm X C transition (figure 1), fromwhich about 9%of the
population spontaneously decays intoQ (see appendix B). TheQ state population is detected 90 cmdownstream
by driving the 1196 nm Q C transition, andmonitoring C X fluorescence with a photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The PMThas 2×2 cm2 active area, andfluorescence is imaged onto it by a pair of lenses with 10 cm
focal length and 7.5 cmdiameter. Two types of bandpass interference filters are used, for collecting 690 nm
photons from the =C X v 0( ) decay and 736 nmphotons from the =C X v 1( ) decay, respectively.
The 736 nmoff-diagonal decay is about 6 timesweaker than the 690 nmdecay, but detecting this wavelength
makes it possible to suppress background from scattered light associatedwith the 690 nm laser beams driving
the X C transition.

TheDoppler width for the Q C transition is set at 2 MHz full width halfmaximum (FWHM), with a
molecular beam collimator. Themean forward velocity ismonitored via time-of-flight between ameasurement
of theX(J=1) population just outside the buffer-gas cell and the fluorescencemeasurement at the end of the
beam line. The former is based on absorption of 690 nm light tuned to the X C Q, 1( ) line (whereQ(J)
indicates the  ¢ =J J J transition). In addition, we use this absorption signal to normalize long-termdrifts in
thefluorescence signal due to ablation yield variations in the beam source.

The 690 and 1196 nmexcitation beams are derived from external cavity diode lasers. Formeasurements to
characterize theQ state, the laser frequencies are stabilized to about 1MHz by a slow transfer lock to a scanning
confocal cavity. The frequency tuning is calibrated based on the laser transmission through the cavity. For the
STIRAP lasers, anti-reflection coated laser diodes are used to suppress fast laser phase noise, and their
frequencies are stabilized to∼200 Hz by the Pound–Drever–Hall scheme [22]with a highfinesse ultralow
expansion cavity. The STIRAP laser frequencies are tuned precisely with a double-pass acousto-opticmodulator
system to provide tunable offsets from the cavity resonances.

3. Lifetime of theQ state

Wemeasure theQ state lifetime using a pump-probe scheme. Population in theQ state ismonitoredwith afixed
Q C probe laser at the end of the beamline, while theQ state is prepared (via  X C Q optical pumping)

at two alternating locations, 20 and 90 cmupstream from the probe. Fluorescence signals corresponding to these
pump locations are referred to as Snear and Sfar, respectively. The 70 cmdifference between the pump-probe
distances corresponds to a δT=3.2 ms difference in free flight time (with ameasuredmean forward velocity of
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218(3)m s−1). The ratio between the probe signals is related to the state lifetime τQ
by d t= -S S Texp Qfar near ( ).

Here, optical pumping on the X C P, 2( ) line (where P(J) indicates the  ¢ = -J J J 1 transition) is
used to populate theQ state. To fully saturate the pumping from allX(J=2) sublevels, at each pumping
location 17 mWof 690 nm light passes through themolecule beam7 times, switching between orthogonal linear
polarizations after each pass. Since the P(2) line only has 25%branching ratio for decaying back to the initial
state (X, J=2), a short interaction time is sufficient to empty the initial statewith high probability. For the

Q C probe, we use theR(2) line (whereR(J) indicates the  ¢ = +J J J 1 transition). J=2 is the lowest J
level inQ, and the only one populated via ¢ =C J 1( ) decay. Using theR(2) transition has the advantage of no
dark Zeeman sublevels. This avoids potential systematic errors related tomixing of population into undetected
M levels via the Earth’smagnetic field.

The result is summarized in table 1. TheQ state population, proportional to the probefluorescence signal, is
in fact the same between the two optical pumping locations, within the quoted statistical uncertainty. A primary
contribution to the systematic error in thismeasurement comes frommixing between the opposite parity levels
within theΩ-doublet ofQ(J=2) by stray electricfields between the pump and the probe regions. Depending
on the details in themagnitude and direction of the stray fields over the path of themolecules, a difference in the
populationmixing between the two pumping locations could occur. Since the probe region has nominally zero
electric field, reading out these opposite parity levels inQ(J=2) requires a 300MHz frequency shift in the
probe laser, corresponding to theΩ-doublet spacing of the excitedC(J=3) state. To place an upper bound on
the effect of populationmixing, we perform auxiliarymeasurements probing the populations of both parity
levels in theQ(J=2) state.Wefind that the Sfar/Snear ratios are identical for both states within 2%uncertainty.
This implies that the observed paritymixing is the same for both pump-probe distances. This is consistent with
our knowledge of theQ stateΩ-doublet (i.e. a tiny electric field is sufficient to fullymix the states;more details
are provided in section 4). After adding the statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature, we place a
lower bound τQ>62 mswith 90% confidence. This result ensures that anyQ state population lives sufficiently
long for our purpose, with negligible loss due to decay.

4.Q statemolecule-frame electric dipolemoment

Todetermine theQ statemolecule-frame electric dipolemoment dQ, we prepare the population via optical
pumping on the X C Q, 1( ) line (note this is different from the pumping procedure in section 3) and
measure Stark shifts in the Q C P, 2( ) transition. A homogeneous and variable electric field  is applied to
themolecule detection region. The differential Stark shift is thenmapped out as a function of  (figure 2). The
splitting of theΩ-doublet in theC(J=1) state was previouslymeasured [16, 23] to beΔC≈51MHz, and the
ordering of this parity ( ) doublet was determined to have the top (bottom) level being = - = + 1 1( )
[24]. The linear polarization of the 1196 nm laser is nominally alignedwith the  -field and hence only excitesπ-
transitions. Depending on the strength of  , the following qualitative behaviors are expected in the spectra:

• At strictly = 0, only a single peak should appear, associatedwith transition =  =- + Q J C J2 1( ) ( )
(figure 2(a)). This is because only the = - 1parity level ofQ should be prepared via the optical pumping

Table 1.Measurement of theQ state lifetime. The location of the Q C
probe isfixed, while the location of the X C pumping is alternated
between 90 and 20 cmupstream from the probe. The values in
parentheses represent the standard error of the weightedmean in the
probe signal over 10 groups of≈512 pulses ofmolecules. The statistical
uncertainty in the signal ratio is based on eachmeasurement’s
uncertainty, inflated by the square root of the reducedχ2 values to
account for the excess noise present in the data. The systematic
uncertainty is discussed in themain text.

Pump-probe distance (cm) 90 20

Time offlight pump-

probe (ms)
4.1 0.92

Probefluorescence sig-

nal (a.u.)
210(2) 211(2)

Reducedχ2 1.5 2.6

Signal ratio (Sfar/Snear) 0.995±0.019stat.±0.021syst.
τQ (ms) > 62 (90% c. l.)
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=  ¢ =  =- + -  X J C J Q J1 1 2( ) ( ) ( ) in the beamline, where (nominally)no electric field is
present.

• At small  (0.01–1 V cm−1), the =M 1∣ ∣ sublevels in theQ state get fully polarized into states either aligned
( = + 1 ) or anti-aligned ( = - 1 ) [9, 25]with the  -field, and experience a linear Stark shift of
0.5 MHz. These polarized states are even and odd superpositions of the =  1parity eigenstates. TheC
state, on the other hand, experiences negligible paritymixing and hence a tiny quadratic Stark shift. Thus, new
lines corresponding to transitions to the ¢ = -C J 1( ) state should appear now (figure 2(b)). For transitions
to each ¢C J( ) level with ¢ =M 1∣ ∣ , two lines are possible: one from = +Q 1( ) and the other from

= -Q 1( ). TheM=0 level does notmix or shift, sowe do not expect a new line associatedwith this state.
Overall, since the Stark splitting ofQ in this regime is still too small to resolve compared to the 2 MHzFWHM
Doppler width of themolecule beam,we expect to observe two peakswith spacing corresponding toΔC.

• At intermediate  (1−100 V cm−1), the quadratic Stark shift ofC becomes visible (figure 2(c)). The same set
of lines as described in the previous scenario is expected. Here, however, the splitting between lines from the

=  1 levels inQ to each ¢C J( ) state with ¢ =M 1∣ ∣ become fully resolved. The
=  ¢ = -Q M C M0 0( ) ( ) line remains forbidden. Thus, 5 distinct lines should appear in the spectrum.

• At large  (100 V cm−1), theC state also becomes fully polarized into =  1 states, and transitions
between opposite  become strongly suppressed in this regime (figure 2(d)). Our scan does not extend to this
regime, but the spectrum at =E 66 V cm−1 infigure 2(e) approaches this limit and shows reduced
amplitudes for the two outermost lines.

Figure 2.Differential Stark shifts in the Q C P, 2( ) transition of ThO, drivenwithπ-polarization. (a)–(d) Level schemes for Stark-
shiftedQ(J=2) and ¢ =C J 1( ), at various ranges of appliedfield  . The dashed arrows indicate either forbidden or strongly
suppressed transitions. TheΩ-doublet states ofQ(J=2) have opposite parities, but these states are not resolved here. Since theQ
population is originally prepared only in the = - 1parity level, the =  ¢ = -M M0 0 line is nominally forbidden. (e) Spectra
of Q C P, 2( ) lines (π-polarization) at various  . Solid red lines arefits to determine peak locations, usingGaussian line shapes at
fixed FWHMof 3.3 MHz (measured at = 0 applied). The transition to ¢ = -C M 0( ) is still visible, but atmuch smaller strength.
The gray bands are guides to the eye. (f)Measured differential Stark shifts versus  , with theory curves fit with dQ and dC as adjustable
parameters. All data are extracted fromfits similar to those shown in (e), and error bars are all< 0.7 MHz. The color of the theory
curves follows the same code as the transition lines in (a)–(d).
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Figure 2(e) plots the Stark-shifted linesmeasured at various applied  -fieldmagnitudes.With = 0
V cm−1 (nominally), a double peakwith spacing ofΔC=50.7(5)MHz is observed. This agrees well with the
literature value of theΩ-doublet splitting ofC(J=1) [16, 23]. Recall that only a single peak is expected at
= 0. One likely contribution is that there exists a residual non-zero  -field somewhere between the pump and

probe regions, evenwith no applied voltage difference across the field plates (e.g. due to patch potentials in the
surroundings). Since only∼10 mV cm−1 is required to fullymix theM=±1 sublevels in theΩ-doublet of
Q(J=2), this seems plausible. This explanation is also consistent with behavior observed in the course of theQ
lifetimemeasurement (section 3), where full paritymixing inQ(J=2) appears to occur between the pump and
probe region. The uncertainty in  associatedwith such patch potentials is, however, negligible during the rest of
the Stark shiftmeasurement, where  10 mV cm−1 is applied.

Another peculiar feature infigure 2(e) is that, despite being parity forbidden, the
=  ¢ = -Q M C M0 0( ) ( ) transition is visible, althoughwithmuchweaker amplitude than those lines

whichwe expect to appear. This implies that a small amount of = +Q M 0( ) population is produced
somewhere between the pump and probe region. Formolecules free-flying in this region, the quantization axis is
defined dominantly by the Earth’smagnetic field. By contrast, the quantization axis in the detection region is
defined by the applied  -field. In the transition between these two regions, a level crossing between theM=0
andM=±1 of the = + 1 state is likely to take place, and can lead to nonadiabaticmixing of these levels.We
expect this to be themainmechanism to produce population in the = +Q M 0( ) level. Nevertheless, this
feature does not affect the Stark shiftmeasurement, and provides the fit with an additional ‘anchor’ line that does
not shift with the appliedfield strength.

In the spectra taken at the intermediate  range infigure 2(e), transitions to each level of ¢C J( ) split into
three lines, corresponding to theQ(M=0) level (which is notmixed or shifted) and the =  1 levels of

=Q M 1(∣ ∣ ). The frequency splitting is determined by theDCStark shifts in bothQ andC. The linear Stark shift
ofQ(J=2),ΔWQ, is given by [26]

D =
W
+

=  W d
M

J J
d

1

1

3
, 2Q Q Q( )

( )

forM=±1 andΩ=2, where dQ is theQ statemolecule-frame electric dipolemoment. The quadratic Stark
shift ofC(J=1),ΔWC, is given by [26]
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forM=±1 andΩ=1, where dC is theC statemolecule-frame electric dipolemoment.
Themolecule-frame dipolemoments dQ and dC are simultaneously determined byfitting the 4measured

differential Stark shifts ( =  1 transitions to both ¢C J( ) levels)with equations (2) and (3) (see figure 2(f)).
The results are dQ=4.07(6)Dand dC=2.60(4)D. The uncertainty is dominated by systematic uncertainties,
which comemainly fromour estimates of the  -field calibration due to uncertainty in the field plates spacing
(1%) and the frequency calibration error of the scanning cavity (1%).We note that the value of dCwas previously
determined to be 2.53(7)D in an independentmeasurement [27]. This agrees with our result within quoted
uncertainties.

5.Molecule-framemagnetic dipolemoments

Todetermine themagnetic dipolemoment of theQ state, we apply a homogeneous -field in the probe region
withHelmholtz coils andmeasure the differential Zeeman shift of lines in the Q C P, 2( ) spectrum. The
spectra here contain information about both gQ and gC. As discussed in the introduction, we expect gQ≈2. In
addition, since theC state is largely a P1 1 state (figure 1)withΛ=1 andΣ=0, we expect gC≈1; we have
independently determined gC=1.22(6) fromZeeman shifts in the X C transition (see see appendix A).

The differential Zeeman shifts inσ±andπ-transitions have different dependence on the g-factors.Wefix gC
with the value determined independently and obtain gQ frommeasurements with both polarizations. The
general form for a Zeeman shift in an electronic stateΦwith W  1 is [26] mD = W +F FW g M J J 1 ,B ( ( )) with
gΦ being its g-factor. Thus, the Zeeman shifts forQ(J=2,M) andC(J=1,M) are mD = W g M 3Q B Q and

mD = W g M 2C B C , respectively. Figures 3(a) and (b) show the level scheme and a typical spectrum fromσ-
transitions of =  ¢ =- + Q J C J2 1( ) ( ). The transitions split into two bands:σ−lines with negative shifts
andσ+ lines with positive shifts. Theσ±band consists of three closely spaced lines from =M 2, 1, 0( )  , and
the corresponding differential shifts are m - g g g g2 3 2, 3, 2B Q C Q C· ( ). The spacing between adjacent
lines in each band is m~ 0.05 B , based on the estimated ormeasured value of gQ and gC, and hence these adjacent
lines are not resolved in the range of applied -field (figure 3(b)). The (partially saturated) relative line strength
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within each band at a given probe laser power (1 mWhere) can be simulated accurately6 based on themodel and
the Q C transition dipolemoment determined in section 6.We define the splitting between the two
outermost lines in theσ±band (i.e. fromM=m2), which are also the strongest lines, to be Ds2 , where

m mD = - »s g g2 3 2 0.72B Q C B( ) . The Zeeman splitting forπ transitions is considerably simpler

(figure 3(c)), given by m - g g3 2, 0B Q C· ( ) for =M 1, 0( ) . The spectrum is further simplified by

driving to the ¢ = -C J 1( ) parity level, since theM=0 transition is nominally forbidden as discussed in
section 4. This helps to resolve the small splitting in theπ-transition, whichwewrite as Dp2 with
Δπ=μB(gQ/3–gC/2)≈0.06μB, as shown infigure 3(d).

The spectrumof theσ transitions (figure 3(b)) is fit by the sumof threeGaussians for each band, with
identical width based on themeasured line shape at = 0 and relative line amplitudes as discussed earlier. The
spectrumof theπ transitions (figure 3(d)) isfit with two symmetrically shiftedGaussians of identical width and
amplitude, one for eachM=±1 line. The splitting frombothσ andπ transitions are plotted infigures 3(e) and
(f), where it is evident that each data set fits well to a straight line. The values of gQ extracted from the twofitted
linear slopes,Δσ andΔπ, are 2.08(2) and 2.06(3), respectively, where the values in parentheses are statistical
uncertainties.We assign afinal value as theweightedmean of the results, yielding gQ=2.07(11). The
uncertainty is dominated by systematic contributions fromour estimates of the -field calibration (5%) due to
uncertainty in theHelmholtz coil geometry, and the frequency calibration error (1%) of the scanning FP cavity.

Figure 3.Differential Zeeman shifts in the Q C P, 2( ) transition of ThO. (a)–(b) Level diagram and a typical spectrumof Zeeman
shifts withσ-polarization. For simplicity, only lines to = +C J 1( ) levels are shown. (c)–(d) Level diagram and a typical spectrumof
Zeeman shifts withπ-polarization. For simplicity, only lines to = -C J 1( ) are shown. The line to = -M 0 is nominally forbidden,
as discussed in section 4. Solid curves are fits to the line shapes. (e)–(f) Linearfits to the differential Zeeman shifts in theσ andπ-
transitions, respectively. The error bars in the plot and the values in parentheses indicate s-1 statistical uncertainties.

6
The relative peak amplitudes are simulated to be (4.1, 3.6, 2.5) for theσ-transitions from initial levelsM=(±2,±1,0) under our particular

saturation conditions. By comparison, the relative peak amplitudes in the lowpower limit, given byClebsch–Gordan coefficients squared,
are (6, 3, 1). In the opposite limit of full saturation, the peak amplitudes would be equal.
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As a consistency check, we also analyzed the spectrawithout constraining gC, i.e. treating it as a second fit
parameter. This yields gC=1.24(6), in good agreementwith the value from the X C measurement (A).

6. Q C transition dipolemoment

Wedetermine the Q C transition dipolemoment, dQ−C, bymeasuring the saturation intensity for this
transition. To do so, we record how the integratedC state population varies with the

= ñ  ¢ ¢ = ñQ JM C J M, 2, 0 , 1, 0∣ ∣ transition laser power (figure 4(a)). An offset field of = 67 V cm−1 is
applied to shift theM=±1 lines away bymore than 10 times theDoppler width. This ensures only the

= ñ  ¢ = ñM M0 0∣ ∣ transition is driven, which simplifies the data interpretation. The data forC state
population versus laser power is thenfit with a theoreticalmodel which integrates the time dependent
Schrödinger equation formolecules in the process of transiting through the Q C probe laser. Thismodel
takes into account the correspondingHönl-London factor andClebsch–Gordan coefficient, the longitudinal
and transverse velocity distributions of themolecule beam (the latter determined from the transverseDoppler
line shape), laser detuning for every transverse velocity class, and the excitation laser power and intensity profile
(measuredwith aCCDcamera). The laser beam is collimated to 3 mm e1 2 diameter along the axis ofmolecule
motion (horizontal, defined as x-axis), and expanded to≈18 mm e1 2 diameter along the axis transverse to
molecule beam (vertical, defined as y-axis). The latter ismuch larger than the collimatedmolecular beam size
(≈5 mm total width) in the probe regionwhere themolecules and laser beam intersect. Thus,molecules only fly
through around the peak intensity region of the probe laser beam. The only fit parameter in themodel is the
transition dipolemoment -dQ C. Thismodel and the transitionmoment extracted from the fit are verified by
independent tests of power broadened line shapes (figure 4(b)). Here, line shapesmeasured at different laser
powers are compared to themodelled line shapes using the transition dipolemoment value extracted from the
power saturation scan.

Wemodel the excitationwith an open 2-level system,with the ground state ñ = = = ñg Q JM0, 1 , 2, 0∣ [ ] ∣
and excited state ñ = = ¢ ¢ = ñe C J M1, 0 , 1, 0∣ [ ] ∣ . TheHamiltonian in the rotatingwave approximation is

given by
d

=
- G W
W

H
2

2 0

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥, where δ is the laser detuning,Ω is the transitionRabi frequency, andΓ=1/τC is

the excited state decay rate. TheC state lifetime τC=480(20)nswas determined previously by independent
methods [27, 28]. The branching ratio for ñe∣ decaying back to ñg∣ is estimated to be only 3% (see appendix B);
hence, for simplicity, themodel assumes all population decays out of the system from ñe∣ .

Amolecule starting in theQ state andflying through the laser beam samples the laser intensity profile and
experiences a time-dependent Rabi frequency W = t t( ) ( ) , where  t( ) is the laser lightfield at time t, and
 is the transitionmoment in the laboratory frame, related to -dQ C via the direction cosinematrix

transformation = W
W¢ ¢ ¢

-  dJ M
J M

Q C, ,
, , . Thematrix element is derived in the standard literature [29], and in our

notation yields

Figure 4.Data and fits to determine the transition dipolemoment of = ñ  ¢ ¢ = ñQ JM C J M, 2, 0 , 1, 0∣ ∣ . (a)Totalfluorescence
signal versus Q C laser power. The fluorescence signal is proportional to the integratedC state population. The data are fit with the
theoreticalmodel described in themain text. The onlyfit parameter is the transition dipolemoment -dQ C . Error bars represent the
standard error in themean over≈8 consecutive traces, each consisting of 16molecule pulses. Inset: the same data andmodelled curve
with the laser power plotted on a logarithmic scale. (b)Power broadened line shapesmeasured at 4 different Q C laser power
levels. Solid curves are not fits, butmodelled line shapes based on the transition dipolemoment extracted from (a) alongwith the
Doppler line shape determined at the low-power limit. Dashed curves indicate the s-1 error range of the corresponding line shapes.
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= - - ¢ + + ¢
-W -DW W¢

´ ¢
- -D ¢W

W¢ ¢ ¢ D ¢-W¢ J J J J J J
M M M

1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 . 4J M
J M M M

, ,
, , ⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

Since the probe laser is continuous, = = t x t v y,l( ) ( · )where  x y,( ) is determined from the applied laser
power and themeasured intensity profile, and the x and y axes are defined earlier in this section. Themolecule
longitudinal velocity vl in themodel is drawn randomly from anormal distribution centered at 220 m s−1 with
FWHMof 44 m s−1, based onmeasurements in [21]. For every value of detuning δ, the probability to pump the
ground state population out via the excited level after flying through the laser beam is given by

òd = - -P g t Ht g1 d exp i( ) ∣ ( )∣ . Integrating P(δ) over the entire transverseDoppler distribution gives the
transition probability at a given laser power in the saturation scan (dashed curve infigure 4(a)). Convolving P(δ)
with the transverseDoppler distribution gives the line shape curve at a given laser power (solid curves in
figure 4(b)).

By fitting themodel to the data forfluorescence signal versus power infigure 4(a), we obtain the transition
dipolemoment =-d 1.01 12Q C ( )D. The uncertainty is dominated by systematic errors. These include our
estimated 10%uncertainty in the laser beam size in y-direction (the beam is larger than theCCD camera size,
resulting in a large relative error in determination of the laser beam intensity from its power), 5% laser power
fluctuation from the polarization-maintaining fiber that delivers the laser beam, and 3%powermeter absolute
calibration uncertainty. This value of -dQ C is qualitatively verified by comparing themodelled power-
broadened line shapes to themeasured ones at different laser powers infigure 4(b), using no free parameters.
The good agreement between the data andmodel confirms the result from the power saturation fit.

7. Population transfer betweenX andQ via - -X C Q STIRAP

The large transitionmoments in both X C (see appendix B) and Q C makes it possible to efficiently
transfer population between theX andQ state by STIRAP via the intermediateC state (figure 5(a)). A similar
STIRAP scheme to prepare population in theH state of ThOwas previously demonstrated [30], andwas used in
the latest ACMEmeasurement of the electron EDM [1]. Using - -X C Q STIRAP for state preparation before
amolecular lens requires efficient excitation across a very large range of transverse positions and velocities (i.e.
the acceptance range of the lens). The former demands high laser power to achieve sufficient intensity over the
large excitation area, and the latter requires saturation of the STIRAP over awide range of 2-photonDoppler
detunings, d g2 . This is an extremely stringent requirement, beyondwhat is needed in typical applications of
STIRAP [31]. To simulate the conditions corresponding to such a requirement in the full-scale ACME

Figure 5.Demonstration of STIRAP transfer between theX andQ states, via the intermediateC state. (a) Level scheme for the STIRAP
transfers (not to scale). The red arrow indicates the X C Pumpbeam, detuned from 1-photon resonance byΔP. The blue arrow
indicates the Q C Stokes beam, detuned byΔS. The 2-photon detuning is d = D - Dg P S2 . (b) STIRAP transfer efficiency versus
Pump–Stokes beamoffset. The diagrams on top indicate the relative locations of the Pump and the Stokes beams. (c)Population in

= ñX J, 0∣ and = ñQ JM, 2, 0∣ with zero, one, or two STIRAP sequences, at the optimal Pump–Stokes offset. The data in (b) and
(c) are normalized to the population detected inXwith the STIRAP turned off.
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experiment, we fully open themolecule beam collimator in the laser propagation direction for these
measurements. This results in a transverse velocity width ofΔv⊥=9 m s−1 FWHM,which corresponds to a
1-photonDoppler width (FWHM) of 13 MHz for the 690 nmPump laser, 7.5 MHz for the 1196 nmStokes laser,
and a 2-photonDoppler width of 5.5 MHz for - -X C Q STIRAP.

As a proof-of-principle demonstration, we drive themolecule population between = ñX J, 0∣ and
= ñQ JM, 2, 0∣ via = ñC JM, 1, 0∣ (figure 5(a)). About 100 mWpower is used in both the Pump and Stokes

beams. Both lasers are focused to about m200 m ( e1 2 diameter) in the x direction and collimated to about
12 mm ( e1 2 diameter) in the y direction, which fully covers the 5 mmvertical spread of the collimated
molecular beam. TheRayleigh range is∼3 cm for both laser beams, sufficient to cover themolecule beam size in
the zdirection (along laser propagation). The 1-photon detuning d g1 is deliberately set above resonance by
≈20MHz to avoid undesired resonant optical pumping due to imperfections in laser alignment, beam shape,
and polarization. A constant offset electricfield = 21 V cm−1 is applied continuously from the STIRAP
region to the detection region, tomaintain the quantization axis and to avoid transitions to unwantedM
sublevels. Based on themolecule-frame electric dipolemoments obtained in section 4, theM=±1 sublevels in
C aremerely Stark-shifted by 3.5 MHz, so they stay off-resonant fromundesired optical pumping by the Pump.
On the other hand, theM=±1 and±2 levels inQ are shifted by 14.3 MHz and 28.6 MHz, respectively, so that
STIRAP into these unwantedM sublevels is shiftedwell outside the 2-photonDoppler width. In order to
determine the relative populations in both theX andQ states after STIRAP, themeasurement is cycled among
three configurations: (1) STIRAP off,X-probe (via the = ñ  ¢ ¢ = ñX J C J M, 0 , 1, 0∣ ∣ line), whichmeasures
population inXwithout STIRAP; (2) STIRAP on,Q-probe (via the = ñ  ¢ ¢ = ñQ JM C J M, 2, 0 , 1, 0∣ ∣ line),
whichmeasures population transferred intoQ; and (3) STIRAP on,X-probe again, whichmeasures population
left inX after STIRAP. In all three configurations, 736 nmfluorescence photons from the off-diagonal decay of

¢ ¢ = ñC J M, 1, 0∣ toX(v=1) ismonitored. Since the same readout state is used, this provides a direct
comparison between the populations inX andQ. In addition, to ensure the same detection efficiency for all
relevant v⊥-classes, both probe lasers are operated at high power to ensure strong saturation of the signal.
Saturation for different velocity classes is verified both by checking that the fluorescence signal versus probe
power is saturated, andwith the power-broadened line shape tests, similar to those shown infigure 4 and
discussed in section 6.

A distinct feature of STIRAP is that its optimal transfer efficiency is obtainedwhen the Stokes lightfield
precedes the Pumpfield, with an offset comparable to the beamwaist size [32]. As shown infigure 5(b), the
measured state transfer efficiency indeed reaches its optimumat the expected Pump–Stokes beamoffset
distance, where 90%of the population is transferred to theQ state.

To demonstrate that the STIRAP transfer works in both directions, a second set of STIRAP beams for the
reversed process ( - -Q C X ) is also sent in∼1 cmdownstream from the original - -X C Q STIRAP. Both
pairs of STIRAPbeams are derived from the same laser systems, with all properties nominally identical, except
the role of Pump and Stokes lasers are exchanged. As shown infigure 5(c), about 90%of theQ population is
transferred back to theX state after the second STIRAP.Overall, 79(2)%efficiency is obtained for the ‘double’-
STIRAP round-trip process.

To verify that the entire transverse Doppler distribution is saturated by the - -X C Q STIRAPprocess,
scans of thefluorescence probe signal versus STIRAP laser power are performed by varying the Pump (Stokes)
beampowerwhile keeping the Stokes (Pump) power at itsmaximum. Figure 6 shows how the STIRAP transfer
efficiency saturates at 90%with both Pump and Stokes beams at 100 mW, and for two different settings of d g2

and d g1 .
The data for STIRAP transfer efficiency versus laser power arefit with a theoreticalmodel based on time-

integration of Schrödinger equationwith a 3-level system [32]. TheHamiltonian takes into account the realistic
laser andmolecular beamproperties via the position-dependent Rabi frequencies and the velocity-dependent 1-
and 2-photon detunings, as described in section 6. The transition dipolemoments of the Q C and X C
transitions in the Rabi frequencies are fixed to the values determined in section 6 and appendix B, respectively.
However, two corrections to this basicmodel are necessary in order to fully describe the data infigure 6. First, a
small fraction of the population can decay out of the 3-level systemby unintended excitation to the intermediate

¢ ¢ = ñC J M, 1, 0∣ state (e.g. due to suboptimal Pump/Stokes power, beam shape, or offset between the two). Of
these, a ro-vibronic branching ratio of ξ=49% fall back to = ñX J, 0∣ through spontaneous emission. (The
vibronic branching ratio ismeasured in appendix B.)This is not captured by the simpleHamiltonianmodel, but
we resolve it bymanually adding this contribution into the remainingX population after STIRAP. Second, it is
expected that of the population transferred intoQ, some can get depleted by inadvertent off-resonant Q C
pumping. This can occur due to imperfections in the Stokes beam (including e.g. its back-reflection from the
vacuumexit window). This process reduces the detected population inQ, and further increases the remainingX
population via spontaneous decay fromC. To account for it, we introduce a constant rescaling factor η1 for
the detectedQ state population. Thus, with the populations after STIRAP simulated by theHamiltonianmodel
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Qsim andXsim, we expect the detected populationsQdet andXdet to be:

h=Q Q ; 5det sim ( )
x h x= + - - + -X X X Q Q1 1 . 6det sim sim sim sim( ) ( ) ( )

Note that here, (1−Xsim−Qsim) is the population that gets lost from the 3-level system after STIRAP as
predicted by the basicmodel, and h-Q 1sim( ) is theQ state population that gets pumped out by imperfections
in the Stokes beam. In the end, wefit data forQdet andXdet with variation of the Pumppower (figure 6(a)), using
η as the only fit parameter. Itmakes sense to hold η constant here since the Stokes power is kept constant during
the Pumppower scan.

For data ofXdet andQdet versus Stokes power (figure 6(b)), we also account for the power dependence of the
Q C pumping.Wemodel this via the relation

h h= + - -Q Q 1 e , 7W W
det sim

sat( ( ) ) ( )

whereW is the Stokes laser power andWsat is the effective saturation power. This is appropriate for a simple
picture of the optical pumping as proceeding at a constant rate. The associated correction toXdet is then given by

x h x= + - - + - - -X X X Q Q1 1 1 e . 8W W
det sim sim sim sim

sat( ) ( )( ) ( )

Hence, when fitting the data offigure 6(b),Wsat is the only additional unknownparameter. At full Stokes power,
the depletion of theQ state population saturates at the same value of η as infigure 6(a), since both cases use the
samemaximal Stokes power. Fitting to all eight curves in figure 6 yields η=0.90, andfitting to the four curves in
figure 6(b) givesWsat=22.5 mW. (Wenote that this value corresponds to∼200 times the nominal saturation
intensity for the resonant Q C transition.However, we consider this nevertheless to be a reasonable value for
Wsat, since the optical pumping here only comes from imperfections in the Stokes beam.)Overall, good
quantitative agreement is reached between the data and themodel, for the entire power scan range and for the
two different values of δ2γ.

Finally, we also recorded the dependence of STIRAP efficiencywhile varying the 1-photon detunings of both
the Pump (ΔP) and Stokes (ΔS) lasers when at full power. Themeasurement results agreewell qualitatively with
themodelling. Details are presented in appendix C.

8. Conclusions and implications for ACME

Wenowdiscuss the implications of the results for the ACME electron EDMsearch. In particular, we show that
theQ state has excellent features for building amolecular lens to enhance the statistical sensitivity, and for use as
a co-magnetometer in ACME.

Figure 6.Population transfer versus laser power in - -X C Q STIRAP. TheQ andX state populations are plotted versus (a)Pump
laser power, and (b) Stokes laser power. At each power setting, themeasurement is cycled among three configurations: (1) STIRAPoff,
X-probe; (2) STIRAPon,Q-probe; and (3) STIRAP on,X-probe. Configuration (1) provides the baseline for the relative population.
For each configuration, data is collected for 80molecule pulses. Error bars indicate the standard error in themean over≈8 cycles. Two
values of the 2-photon detuning d g2 are used. Solid curves arefits of the theoreticalmodels described in the text. All eight curves in (a)
and (b) share the same set of fit parameters, η=0.90 andWsat=22.5 mW.
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First, theQ state acts effectively as an additional ‘ground’ state of ThOmolecules.We have placed a lower
bound on its lifetime, τQ>62 ms (90% confidence). This ismuch longer than any relevant time scale in the
ACMEexperiment, including the time required formolecular lensing and co-magnetometry. It even offers
opportunities to control the velocity of the ThObeam, using establishedmolecule deceleration techniques
[33–35].

Second, theQ state population can be efficiently transferred from and back to theX ground state, so that one
can take advantage of its properties without sacrificing particle number.We demonstrate near-saturation of the

- -X C Q STIRAP transfer over the entire velocity and spatial distribution of interest in themolecule beam at
90% efficiency, and an 80%overall efficiency for the - -X Q X round-trip population transfer.

Third, ThOmolecules in theQ state can be efficiently focused by either electrostatic ormagnetostatic lenses.
TheQ statemolecule-frame electric dipolemoment ismeasured to be 4.07(6)Debye. It has also a near-
degenerateΩ-doublet of opposite parity levels. This gives rise to a strong linear Stark shift. Formolecules in the

= ñQ JM, 2, 2∣ level, a trap depth of 1.8 Kelvin is attainable at an electric field of = 35.4 kV cm−1. This can be
realistically producedwith an electrostatic hexapole lens of 19 mmradius, with relativelymodest applied
voltages of±22.5 kV. (At even larger  -fields, the trap depth only increasesmarginally becausemixingwith the
J=3 level counteracts the linear Stark shift.)The 1.8 K trap depth corresponds to a lens transverse capture
velocity of vcut≈11 m s−1,much larger than the acceptance velocity of »v 1.8cut* m s−1 obtainedwithout a
lens in the latest generation of ACME. (The latter is determined by the length of the beam line and the detection
region size.)The ratio »v v 37cut cut

2*( ) sets an upper bound on themolecule flux gain froma lens.Monte-Carlo
trajectory simulations for a realistic experimental geometry predict a flux gain of≈20 in an optimized electric
lens design. Including the 80%STIRAP efficiency for the - -X Q X round-trip, an overall improvement of 16
times inmolecular signal is attainable.

Meanwhile, we also determine themolecule-framemagnetic dipolemoment to beμQ=2.07(11)μB. This
makes it also feasible to focus ThObeamswith amagnetostatic lens. Amaximalfield strength of = 1.5 T is
achievable in a realistic hexapoleHalbach array [36] of 12 mm inner radius,made of neodymiummagnets. This
yields a trap depth of 1.4 K formolecules in the = ñQ JM, 2, 2∣ level. Trajectory simulations predict theflux gain
from such amagnetic lens is about 50% lower than the electric version, due to both the lower trap depth and the
smaller cross-sectional area. However, such amagnetic lens produces no difficulties with high voltage
breakdownnor x-ray emission [37], whichmightmake it simpler to implement than the electric lens.

In addition, sensitive co-magnetometry using theQ state could be a powerful tool to suppress -field related
systematic errors in the ACMEexperiment.When prepared in a superposition of =  ñQ JM, 2, 1∣ states, ThO
molecules will spin-precess similar to those in theH state during the EDMmeasurement, but at 156 times higher
sensitivity to the -field. The precession frequency can be read out via the  Q I X transition7, analogous
to how the spin precession is read out during the EDMmeasurement (  H I X ) [1]. Identical photon
collection optics can be used for detection of both states; the only difference is that the read-out laser wavelength
is 745 nm for Q I versus 703 nm for H I .

In summary, the properties of theQ statemeet all the requirements for building amolecular lens of ThO,
and for sensitive co-magnetometry inACME. Anew generation of the ACME experiment is nowunder
development, with plans to take advantage of theQ state and to improve both the statistical and systematic
uncertainties in themeasurement of the electron EDM.
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AppendixA. Independentmeasurement of gC

In section 5, we described ourmeasurement of the differential Zeeman shifts in the Q C P, 2( ) transition.
There, the frequency splitting depends on both gQ and gC. Independently, we alsomeasured the Zeeman shift in
the X C Q, 1( ) transition. Since the S+X 1( ) state in 232Th16Ohas neither an electronic contribution nor a
nuclear spin, itsmagneticmoment should only arise from the coupling between  andmolecular rotation [15],
so it is expected that m m m m» 1X N C B , whereμN is the nuclearmagneton. Thus, the Zeeman shifts in

X C depend only on gC and the Zeeman-shifted spectra are considerably simpler to interpret than those from
the Q C transition. Comparing the value of gC extracted herewith that from the Q C transition also
serves as a consistency check for themeasurement in section 5.

7
Wehave identified the Q I P, 2( ) line at 13409.7806 cm−1 withfluorescencemeasurement in the ThObeam line.
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Thismeasurement is performed by simply replacing the Q C probe laserwith a X C laser. Figure A1
presents a typical spectrum and the frequency shifts versus applied  . Here, the shift of aπ-transition line
between states with quantumnumberM is given by m g M 2B C . Thus, the splitting between lines infigure A1(a)
is D - 2 X C , with mD =- g 2X C B C . Infigure A1(b), the value ofD -X C is determined from the linearfit to data
fromZeeman shifts versus  , yielding themolecule-framemagneticmoment in theC state, gC=1.22(6). The
uncertainty here is dominated by the systematic uncertainty from calibration of the applied  field (5%), due to
imperfections in theHelmholtz coil geometry. This result agrees well with the value obtained in section 5 using
the Q C transition alone.

Appendix B. Transition dipolemoment of X C and branching ratio for decays fromC

In this section, we summarize ameasurement of the X C transition dipolemoment -dX C . This is
accomplished by both pumping and probing on the = ñ  ¢ ¢ = ñX J C J M, 0 , 1, 0∣ ∣ line. At afixed probe
power, the dependence of the probe fluorescence signal on the pumppower ismeasured (figure B1). The pump
laser depletes the population from the = ñX J, 0∣ state, while the probe signalmeasures the population
remaining there. Byfitting the dependence of the remaining population versus pumppower to a theoretical
model of the optical pumping process, the X C transition dipole -dX C can be determined.

Both themeasurement and the analysis here are very similar to those discussed in section 6, fromwhich the
Q C transition strengthwas derived. Themain difference in the analysis is that instead of solving the time-

dependent Schrödinger equation, herewe use the optical Bloch equations to fully describe the dynamics of
moleculesflying through the X C pumping beam. This is essential to accurately account for the

¢ ¢ = ñ = ñC J M X JM, 1, 0 , 0, 0∣ ∣ spontaneous decay, which has a combined rotational and vibronic
branching ratio ξ (known a priori to be∼50%) to land in the initial state. ξ can be expressed in terms of the
molecule-frame transition dipolemoment -dX C,0 ,0 [28]

x x
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where the factor of 2/3 is the rotational branching ratio, x -C X,0 ,0 is the vibronic branching ratio for the
¢ = =C v X v0 0( ) ( ) decay, l =- 690X C,0 ,0 nm is thewavelength, and the ¢ =C v 0( ) state lifetime

τC=480(20) ns is obtained from theweighted average of two independentmeasurements [27, 28]. Thus,
-dX C,0 ,0 is the only unknown parameter in our optical Bloch equationmodel, and is determined from the fit to

data of probe signal versus pumppower (figure B1). The value of x -C X,0 ,0 can then be deduced from
equation (B.1).

To estimate possible systematic errors in our obtained value of -dX C,0 ,0, we perform themeasurement at
three different waist sizes of the pump laser beam. The beamdiameter ( e1 2 ) in the x direction is varied from
450 μmto 2.4 mm,while in the y direction it is kept at 13 mm (much larger than the 5 mmcollimatedmolecule
beam size). In this way, both the excitation laser intensity and the interaction time betweenmolecule and light
are drastically changed. Fits in figure B1 yield -dC X,0 ,0 values of -

+
-
+1.25 , 1.280.05

0.02
0.03
0.05, and -

+1.32 0.06
0.04 Debye,

Figure A1.Zeeman splitting in the pX C Q, 1 ,( ) -transition. (a)A typical spectrum, taken at = 21.8 Gauss. The data here is
noisier than that in the Q C scan because of background scattered light from the 690 nm X C probe beam. The Solid curve is a
fit with two symmetrically shiftedGaussian line shapes. Inset: level diagram for the pX C Q, 1 ,( ) -transition.

= ñ  ¢ ¢ = ñJM J M1, 0 1, 0∣ ∣ is forbidden. (b)Zeeman shifts versus applied -field. Error bars in the plots and the value in
parentheses indicate 1−σ statistical uncertainties.
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corresponding to themeasurements with 450 μm, 1.3 mm, and 2.4 mmbeamdiameters. The uncertainties
quoted here are s-1 statistical errors. Aweighted average gives =-d 1.27 5C X,0 ,0

¯ ( )D,where the uncertainty
consists of a statistical contribution (1.7%) from the standard error of theweightedmean, and systematic
contributions including an uncertainty (2%) from the τCmeasurement and an estimate based on the standard
deviation (3%) of -dC X,0 ,0 under the three differentmeasurement conditions. The corresponding branching
ratio is x =- 74 6C X,0 ,0 ( )%.

Due to the large transition dipolemoment of X C and the availability of high quality laser diodes and
tapered amplifiers at this wavelength, theC state of ThOhas been used in a variety of ways for ACME, including
for rotational state cooling, STIRAP population transfer, and fluorescence detection. Thus, it is of interest to
understand the branching ratios of various decays fromC. From the transition dipolemoment

=-d 1.01 12 DQ C,0 ,0 ( ) determined in section 6, together with the values of τC and l -Q C,0 ,0, we obtain the
¢ = =C v Q v0 0( ) ( ) vibronic branching ratio, x =- 9 2Q C,0 ,0 ( )%.The =  ¢ =H v C v0 0( ) ( )

transition dipolemomentwasmeasured in [24]: =-d 0.06 3H C,0 ,0 ( )D,with awavelength of l =- 1090H C,0 ,0

nm. Thus, we can calculate x =- 0.04 2H C,0 ,0 ( )%. In addition, the Franck–Condon factors of
¢ = =C v X v0 0, 1, 2( ) ( ) and =Q v 0, 1( ) are known [28, 38]. Themolecular constants for all

relevant electronic states of ThO, summarized in [39], can be used to calculate Franck–Condon factors for
decays from the ¢ =C v 0( ) state. From the ratio of the Franck–Condon factors, we can calculate the branching
ratios for the off-diagonal decays of C X and C Q. Table B1 summarizes the branching ratios for all
knownpossible decays from the ¢ =C v 0( ) state, and shows they account for 100% towithin our uncertainties.

AppendixC. - -X C Q STIRAP efficiency versus d g2 and d g1 detuning

In the course of optimizing the - -X C Q STIRAP efficiency, we varied the detuning of both the Pump (ΔP)
and Stokes (ΔS) lasers. The level diagram for the STIRAP process and the definitions of d g2 and d g1 are given in
figure 5(a). Infigure C1, themeasured STIRAP efficiency versus d g2 is comparedwith results frommodelling.
Themeasurement is takenwith 120 mWPumppower and 290 mWStokes power. Both laser beamwaists are
softly focused to 420 μm e1 2 diameter. The Pump–Stokes beamoffset is about 420 um. Themodel is the same
as outlined in section 7, where theHamiltonian of the 3-level system is integrated asmolecules transit through
the STIRAP laser beams.

The data andmodelling infigureC1 agreewell qualitatively. An interesting feature, clearly present in both
the data and themodel, is that the STIRAP efficiency is asymmetric with respect to the 2-photon resonance. In
both plots, the optimumefficiency is reached at d g2 between 0 and−3MHz. This asymmetry was investigated in
[40]. It can be understood intuitively as follows. Since the STIRAP is deliberately tuned off the 1-photon
resonance, the AC Stark shifts are in the same direction for both the Pump and Stokes beams. In this case, a

Figure B1. Pump-probemeasurement on pX C R, 0 ,( ) -transition. Pumppower is varied, depleting population from
= ñX JM, 0, 0∣ state via optical pumping through the ¢ ¢ = ñC J M, 1, 0∣ state. Probe power isfixed, and thefluorescence signal is

proportional to population remaining in the ground state after pumping. Three different pumpbeamdiameters (along the direction
ofmolecule beam longitudinal velocity) are used. The error bars indicate the standard error in themean over typically 8 traces and
each trace consists of 16molecule pulses. Dashed lines arefits fromoptical Bloch equationmodels, with themolecule-frame transition
dipolemoment -dX C,0 ,0 being the onlyfit parameter. The bestfit values for the threemeasurements are given in the text.
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difference in the Rabi frequencies between X C and Q C causes an imbalance in the AC Stark shifts
induced on theX andQ states. This leads to a shift in the 2-photon detuning.
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